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Totally agree. Then why do "PDA Profile of ASD" supporters,
like Help4Psychology, seem to think it OK to try & split different
types of autistic distress into PDA or what they call "rational
demand avoidance" (in process co-opting term from autistic
persons, like @milton_damian ?
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‘Other people have it worse’
Pain should not be compared. Someone somewhere in the
world will always seem to have it worse. This does not
mean that what you are going through is in any way okay.
Your pain is still valid. You should not have to experience
what you are.
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I often point out the threshold in which demand-avoidance is literally pathologised as part of
a Disorder is quite low, can be viewed around when demand-avoidance becomes
"problematic"...

... Features which are often described by PDA are quite difficult for person expressing them
to experience & for those around them to co-regulate. They do not need to expressed at
pervasive levels to be problem for children, or their caregivers etc...

... You show me a caregiver who loves their child, who says their kid attacking them during a
meltdown as a response of demand to go to school once a week, is not a problem compared
to that happening 3, 4, 5 days a week? You show me any rational person to say it is not a
problem?
... Who is anyone to say that the distress expressed by autistic persons who show avoidance
features in one or two settings is any less of a problem than it being expressed in three or
more settings?...
... Would you recommend using different strategies to those expressing avoidance strategies
to stressors from one or two settings versus those to persons expressing avoidance features
to demands in three or more settings?...
... Many who follow would say no, many who follow me would suggest either Low Arousal
Approach by @studioIII, or something looking similar to PDA strategies...
... reduce demands, work with the child is, negotiate by offering two to three choices, having
positive trusting relationship, using humour, have a Plan B, allow planned escape, listen to
the child etc etc...
... Trying to divide autistic distress by using Help4Psychology "rational demand avoidance"
group & PDA, in my view suggests a lack of empathy towards autistic persons showing
distress via demand-avoidance (at all intensities, frequencies & levels) & their caregivers...
... When both groups need to be adequately supported. We know that generally, the autistic
population is under severe stress due to a systemic lack of suitable support, not just those
"PDA Profile of ASD" supporters choose to bestowe PDA upon...
... I suggest that use of "rational demand avoidance" shows a lack of respect towards other
PDA topic experts. Likewise towards autistic persons. "PDA Profile of ASD" indicates a lack
of respect towards most autistic persons wishes for autism to not be divided into subgroups.
@milton_damian first published rational demand avoidance in relation to PDA in his 2017
book. I first referred to PDA with Rational Demand Avoidance in print in 2019 here (off the
top of my head):
http://www.larry-arnold.net/Autonomy/index.php/autonomy/article/view/CO3/html
I did refer to Rational Demand Avoidance in a talk in 2018:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/325181432_Rational_Pathological_Demand_Av
oidance_what_it_is_not_what_it_could_be_what_it_does
How much empathy & respect does a person have for someone, if you are essentially telling
them: "Sorry, your distress is not sufficient to warrant having a PDA diagnosis, as it does not
conform our definitions of PDA, because we choose to view as a "Profile of ASD"?

It is a choice to view PDA as a "Profile of ASD", as there is no consensus over what PDA is, or
how to approach it clinically. There are examples of PDA being diagnosed at lower diagnostic
thresholds & in non-autistic persons. For examples see slides below:

Just as it is a choice to set a PDA threshold substantially different to the Extreme Demand
Avoidance-Questionnaire, which is problematic as most PDA studies involve the EDA-Q, one
cannot be sure of generalising that knowledge base. Yet that seems perfectly fine for some
parties
It is fine & hunky dory as many "PDA Profile of ASD" supporters seem to think they know
better than everyone else on PDA. I have pretty much that notion expressed in
communication from "PDA Profile of ASD" advocates. People's distress, expertise, Equality
Act, just do not matter.
People's distress is not a trivial matter, it is something which should be valided, respected &
the utmost done to alleviate that. It is more important that some people choosing to view
PDA as a "Profile of ASD".
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I think in your PDA essay you argue autistic demandavoidance pathologised by PDA can be viewed as rational,
which Judy Eaton kind of acknowledged in a 2018
conference talk, they say you argued most demand
avoidance can be viewed as "rational".
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You specifically ask if demand avoidance should be viewed
as a rational act against prejudice & unfriendly social
environment, or a pathological deficit in need of remedial
strategies on175 of your book. Also on p37 is: (rationally)
avoiding "demands".
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Must be said Damian, neither yours or my PDA
scholarhship is referenced or acknowledged in Eaton &
Weaver (2020) where they propose, in print, their split of
PDA & "rational demand avoidance".
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I acknowledge their perspective on ratioanal demand
avoidance in my recent book chapter & discuss it in
relation to our own views on PDA. Pointing out we view
there being no distinction between PDA & "rational
demand avoidance", & that PDA should called Rational
Demand Avoidance.
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I wonder if they will respect our views on the topic?
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Damian, I actually mention Rational Demand Avoidance in
print in 2018 here:
tandfonline.com
PDA by PDAers, from anxiety to avoidance and mask…
Published in Disability & Society (Vol. 33, No. 9, 2018)
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@threadreaderapp Please can you unroll?
Thank you in advance.
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